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Deavyn Schumacher

Dream Leopard
Is the beauty in the mystery
or under a microscope?
In the glory of the unknown or in the detailed mapping of the genetic code?
Science claims the ability
to deduce identity through a finger prick
and a blood spot.
A get-to-know you conversation
replaced by the intimate language of nucleotides
that can’t tell you why I always stare at train tracks
or explain why the scent of burning leaves makes me cry.
My love for ferris wheels is not revealed
in the structure of the double helix.
And what scientist could ever decipher the satisfaction
I get, slipping into my favorite pair of faded denim
from the order of my genes?
The reason I always order chai tea from the corner cafe,
the different path I walk to the upstairs bathroom on the mornings he
doesn’t come home,
why I dream of leopards with butterfly wings,
paint my nails with channel #587,
how the third verse of Bob Dylan’s Knockin’ on Heaven’s Door made me fall
in love with live music,
the reason my heart chose the boy who only orders water from the bar
has nothing
to do with peptide bonds.
The memory of my father on his knees at the end of the drive
as he cried over that letter
is why I let my dog frighten the mailman.
Don’t predict my death.
I don’t want to know when my dreams will end,
when my voice will be silent.
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